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For the uninitiated, BLAM (Brooklyn/Los Angeles Meet) is a collective established to

encourage dialogue between Brooklyn and Los Angeles artists.  With venues in both

Bushwick and DTLA, they have curated exhibitions on each coast. Their current show,

Shift and Fade, joyfully takes over the space along a strip of forsaken, but rapidly

gentrifying industrial buildings on Santa Fe Avenue at the southern end of the Arts

District.

Curated by Dani Dodge and Alanna Marcelletti, Shift and Fade uses the idea of material

as a metaphor for personal history. Twenty-one artists were invited to explore their

identities through small sculptural works while eight other artists responded with site-

specific installations.   For some, this was their first time working three dimensionally

yet despite the range of experience among artists there were many sculptures and

stories worth uncovering at BLAM.

It is impossible to look away from Erika Lizée’s mesmerizing wall piece.  Drawn into the

vortex of her modulated contour lines, there is something mystical and transformative

occurring.  Seed of Life has a larger than life presence that plays with illusion through

trompe l’oeil painting and a manipulated surface that quite literally undulates off the

wall.  Lizée uses spiritual symbols to explore the unknown, but it is her deft command of

painting that holds us in a trance.

 

 

As a colorful counterpoint, Beatrice Wolert’s installation and performance brings a

more tactile and physical response to her materials. Her interest in the processes of

deconstruction and reconstruction is the foundation for her work and came into play

during her performance last Saturday night. Rows of transparent piping bags, bulging

with brilliant neon colors line the wall like a string of pennants on steroids. As Wolert

pricked each paint-filled udder, the materials transformed from static to active, with

paint oozing into puddles of synthetic color onto the floor. Her sensual relationship to

materials is at the crux of Offering #1 and one suspects that a larger, more immersive

installation might showcase her talents to even greater effect.

 

 

Kio Griffith conjures up warships, slave ships and even the Shroud of Turin with a

ghostly diazotype that questions the duality of his own identity. Coral Sea (Heavy Fog) is

a horizontal banner suspended from the ceiling that references his family’s

participation in both sides of the American/ Japanese engagement in the Pacific War.

The archaic process of diazotype lends itself to the historical nature of his inquiry and

the ephemeral, delicate quality of the print is both poignant and suggestive of personal

loss.

 

 

Whereas Griffith uses materials to evoke historical and personal artifacts, Fran Siegel

constructs work in which she references the plans and maps of urban constructions.

 Siegel takes over the smaller room with three of her cut out and collaged drawings,

creating a conversation between them. The delicate fretwork of Shukhov and the woven

elements of Interchange 03 speak to the topographical and architectural aspects of Terre

01. The cutting and layering of paper and paint focuses the viewer on beautiful

complexities, whether in cities or smaller man made constructions.  

 

 

In Camilla Taylor’s Overnight Guest, a grouping of disembodied heads are scattered on

the floor as if left by grave robbers in a hurry. Made of cartonnage, a material

traditionally used for Egyptian and Roman funerary masks from linen and plaster, they

possess a somber density through Taylor’s choice of color and anonymous expressions.

 

 

Camilla Taylor’s work is a dark counterpoint to Hugo Heredia Barrera’s Espiritu Libre.

Heredia Barrera’s installation combines glass and wire in a tangled knot reminiscent of

a woodland scene of last year’s bittersweet. The glass, entwined within a network of

outward-reaching arteries creates an ethereal presence.

 

Eris(Goddess of Discord) is Alison Woods’ first foray into sculpture.  Her Papier Mâché

installation, somewhat lost in the rafters, appears like fragments from her more

bombastic paintings. Oversized blue and orange pebble shapes hover close to the

ceiling, their surfaces painted with honeycomb patterns.  Neither light nor heavy, they

seem to be searching for the ambitious cohesion she achieves so readily in her two

dimensional work.

 

 

Among the most memorable of the small sculptures were Alex Kritselis’ Before the

Descent 2, in which he uses a miniature monitor encased beneath a glass dome to

comment on current affairs, Bhavna Mehta’s Distance Vision, with embroidered images

referencing immigration and Lena Wolek’s porcelain and fur pieces about her Siberian

family history.  Also included in Curiouser and Curiouser were Nadage Monchera Baer,

April Bey, Arezoo Bharthania, Debbie Carlson, Paul Catalanotto, Jennifer Celio, Dani

Dodge, Tom Dunn, Jenny Hager, Pete Hickock, Alanna Marcelletti, Kristine Schomaker,

Delbar Shahbaz, David Spanbock, Jess Standlea, Vincent Tomczyk and Steven Wolkoff.

 By gathering compelling art and stories the curators have also assembled a community

of artists, an endeavor that BLAM clearly seeks to encourage and maintain.  Kudos to

BLAM! 

BLAM Los Angeles

BLAM, 1950 S Santa Fe Ave. #207, Los Angeles CA
90021

Open hours: Noon to 4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays
and by appointment

Artist talk with Shana Nys Dambrot and ClosingArtist talk with Shana Nys Dambrot and Closing
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The Vista at Durden and Ray

The Vista: Twenty Views into the City

Yvette Gellis, The Vista, Durden and Ray; Photo credit Kristine Schomaker

Organized by Max Presneill and Wade Schuster

Durden and Ray, Los Angeles
through March 1

Written by Lorraine Heitzman
If the group show The Vista, currently at Durden and Ray, looks like a dialogue between friends, in many ways 
it is. Some of the participating artists are Durden and Ray stalwarts while others are familiar names in Los 
Angeles, part of the larger art community. A few are outliers who are known for their work in other fields, and 
some have newer relationships to the city. In The Vista, the artists share more than just an address.

As conceived by Max Presneill and Wade Schuster, the work of these twenty artists are related to their 
experiences of living in Los Angeles. They share a common vocabulary that turns up in gestural, calligraphic 
marks or in saturated colors. Irregular grids attempt to contain expressive brushwork, while sometimes the 
paint itself completely overtakes the canvas. At other times the grids rise to prominence. Shapes and found 
objects create visual tempos, but hardly any depict actual vistas, as the concept is metaphorical rather than 
literal.

The installation emphasizes relationships between the artworks in a way that clarifies and contrasts how each 
artist uses similar elements. For example, Nick Aguayo’s compact geometric puzzle of a painting relies heavily 
upon horizontal stripes that playfully flip from foreground to background as they interrupt other shapes. But 
William Bradley’s larger, more open composition, keeps his shapes decidedly up front in a sort of Stuart Davis 
construction with a Calder vibe. Tim Biskup’s Vessel #6 uses transparencies with simple organic shapes and 
colors that evoke mid-century decorative arts while similar shapes are highlighted in Tomory Dodge’s painting. 
In Dodge’s work, however, the shapes become opaque and barely integrated with an active field of patterns 
and brushwork. There is a pleasurable balancing act going on between his frantic energy and resting points, 
all managed in a highly dense and complex composition.

https://artandcakela.com/2020/02/20/the-vista-at-durden-and-ray/
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David Leapman’s painting is simultaneously intimate and loud with dayglo colors. Curious objects and a figure 
are set against vertical stripes that either highlight or almost mask the images. Schuster integrates many of 
the same traits as the other artists who use lines to connect blocks of color. He incorporates areas of messy 
painting and has varying degrees of opacity; a hybrid of techniques.

In the main space, John Goetz’s painted cardboard sculpture is suspended from the ceiling and provides a 
dynamic three-dimensional centerpiece and counterpoint to the paintings on the walls. It anchors the gallery, 
causing your eye to alternate between the sculpture and flat artwork, creating a simpatico backdrop for each 
other. It has a crude slap-dash character that keeps it animated and not too serious about itself. What it 
possesses in spades is an extemporaneous joyfulness, perhaps a nod to the act of creation and the liveliness 
of the city.

Martin Durazo, Marie Thibeault, and Yvette Gellis, all accomplished artists, are better known for their larger, 
more complex paintings, but here their work is modest in scale and in certain instances, looser. Occasionally 
the work suffers for feeling constrained by size and some drift to the decorative. Even so, they utilize the 
methods shared by many Los Angeles painters, that of mixing graphic elements from advertising with 
painterly passages, brilliant hues and pop iconography.

Rema Ghuloum’s small, meditative color study seems perfectly suited to its size, managing to eek out lots 
of mood and mysteries in an intimate scale. Daniela Campins, who often works small, is represented by a 
little painting with partially obscured cursive writing. She is clearly using language, but the meaning is in the 
depiction of the writing as much as in the meaning of the words. Similar calligraphic marks without references 
to texts show up in John Goetz’s painting and Jenny Hager, Michael Mancari, Alison Woods and Chasen 
Wolcott all put emphasis on lines to delineate shapes or for more purely abstract and textural purposes. 
Hager’s lines are like nerve endings, whereas Woods’ lines repeat and connect her forms. Mancari contrasts 
his drawing with painting, playing with flat surfaces and depth, while Wolcott suggests movement.

Presneill creates a rhythmic collage with an ambitious vocabulary of painted forms, found objects, printed 
text and a slew of colors, textures and gestural marks, while Steven Wolkoff uses paint as the raw material 
for his sculpture, transforming the medium into an object. Chris Trueman and Alexander Kroll are both 
expressionistic artists who are able to harness the joy of painting and make it visible. Kroll works with large, 
bold gestures that emphasize his process while Trueman captures the raw energy of graffiti.

The Vista brings together many Los Angeles’ artists and invites viewers to see the connections in their work. 
As diverse and unique as we all see ourselves, there is value in seeing the common ground we share, both as 
artists and as a community.

With:
Nick Aguayo, Tim Biskup, William Bradley, Daniela Campins, Tomory Dodge, Martin Durazo, Yvette Gellis, 
Rema Ghuloum, John Goetz, Jenny Hager, Alexander Kroll, David Leapman, Michael Mancari, Max Presneill, 
Wade Schuster, Marie Thibeault, Chris Trueman, Chasen Wolcott, Steven Wolkoff, Alison Woods
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